
Horsham Blueprint Neighbourhood Forum Steering Group Meeting  
 

10am –  1pm 26 July 2014, Rehoboth Church, Horsham 

 
Attendees: at end 

Chair: Frances Haigh 

 
1. Frances thanked all those attending, and noted that some Steering Group members had 

been unable to attend due to a clash with the Horsham Riverside walk.   
 
Update on progress with the application to designate the forum 
 
2. Andrew and Frances had met Tom Crowley and Paul Cummins from Horsham District 

Council on July 22 to discuss how to proceed with the application for Forum designation. 
Frances and Andrew agreed to accept the proposed changes to paragraphs 3.6, 7.8, 9.3 
and 11.  Following formal decision by the Council to designate the Forum, there will be 
an EGM to approve these changes, as well as to consider any others proposed during the 
consultation period. 

 
3. In terms of timing, the Application will be put out for consultation in September, after 

the school holidays. At the moment, it is unclear whether the Forum can be designated 
by a Council Executive or whether this will have to go to full Cabinet. If the latter, this 
will be on 20 November 2014, as the next opportunity after the consultation. 

 

Presentation from Project Planning Team: What do we need to achieve and when? How 
can we break it down into manageable chunks.    

 

4. Mike updated the group with the work on project planning, running through the project 
plan.  The Group welcomed the plan as an excellent summary of the work to be done, 
and agreed with the overall timetable.   A few small changes were suggested: making it 
clearer that consultation was an ongoing part of the work (in addition to the formal 
consultation period), updates to reflect the ongoing discussion with HDC about 
designation, revisiting the wording for ‘educational establishments’, and adding a line 
for funding returns.  Mike agreed to update the plan and send it to Frances as a PDF for 
inclusion on the website – Action: Mike and Frances. 
 

5. Mike explained that Google Drive could be a good way for the Group to share 
documents (particularly large documents), and that he had a contact who could give a 
‘teach-in’ on this.  The Group asked that Mike follow this up, possibly as something to 
cover at the next Steering Group meeting.  Action – Mike.   

 
6. Andrew then talked the Group through the ‘Activity Tables’ that the project workstream 

had devised.  The aim was to break down the workstreams into manageable chunks and 
actions.  The group then discussed how this approach could be used for the Community 
Engagement Workstream, noting that there would be two broad phases to the 
community engagement work: a period of awareness-raising, followed by active 
engagement and gathering information.  Through these discussions, the Group 



identified the following actions. Action - Andrew to prepare initial Activity Tables to 

record the actions identified. 
 

Action Notes Who? 

Identify key local stake-
holders 

There is an existing list, but we should revisit it 
to make sure we have identified everyone 
who may have an interest in the Neighbour-
hood Forum.  We should group the stakehold-
ers by theme, as we need to make sure groups 
are adequately represented, and that we have 
not missed anyone out because we don’t nor-
mally engage with them   

Frances to send exist-
ing list to Andrew to 
update in time for the 
next Steering Group 
meeting.  

Produce attention grab-
bing text that can be 
used in an email out the 
stakeholders – ideally 
about 6 lines long 

The ‘core script’ we have is still too long for 
this, and some of the language is still a bit 
technical.   

Claire to revisit by the 
end of August 

Produce business cards – 
as demonstrated at the 
planning workshop  

A reduced version of the ‘attention grabber’ 
text should work for this.  

 

Produce an email survey 
that can be sent out to all 
stakeholders to gather 
evidence 

This will go to all forum members, and we 
hope that stakeholders will send it on to all 
their members / employees.  The questions 
could be as simple as the 3 key questions for 
the placecheck: “What do we like about the 
area covered by the Forum? What do we dis-
like about it? What do we need to work on?”  
Or we may want to ask something further / 
different.  We will need to make sure that 
there is good supporting information availa-
ble.  We will also need to make sure we have a 
process to gather views from those without 
internet access.  
 

To be discussed at the 
next Steering Group 
meeting.  Andrew to 
lead on organising the 
design of the survey 
through “Survey Mon-
key” 

Make sure the website is 
as up-to-date and in-
formative as possible.  
Complement this with a 
active use of social media 
– twitter and the Hors-
ham Facebook page, and 
with articles in local pa-
pers, publications and 
newsletters 

This is an ongoing action, but it will be particu-
larly important to make sure that it is done 
before any surveys go out, so people have a 
good source of information about why/what 
they are providing information for.   

Frances with Claire and 
Richard.  

Organised workshops for 
more detailed discus-
sions with the commu-
nity 

Frances will ask Angela Koch about her availa-
bility for workshops in October/November.   

Frances  

Pilot using the ‘Place-
check approach’ 

It would be good to pilot the placecheck ap-
proach, so we can see what works well in 
practice in terms of organising the walk and 

Mike to follow up on 
possibility of getting 
High Vis jackets in time 



recording the views of the community in a re-
source-light but effective way.  Queen Street 
is a good location for a pilot as information 
gathered could potentially feed in to the con-
sultation of the redevelopment of the Queens’ 
Head pub, and it is a manageable distance 
with some clear issues to be discussed.   As it 
is a pilot the group could try a few different 
ways of recording information.  Possibilities in-
clude a short form for participants to com-
plete, whiteboards and taking photos as you 
walk, post-it notes, and a discussion in a 
pub/café at the end.  The lessons learned will 
be discussed at the next Steering Group and 
used to plan future Placechecks in the Forum 
area.   

for the pilot.  Claire to 
survey all steering 
group members for 
availability.  Time and 
date of Placecheck to 
be publicised on the 
Horsham Facebook 
Page.  Steering Group 
members attending the 
Placecheck to decide 
how to record the 
community’s views, 
and to decide how to 
record the ‘lessons 
learned’ from the exer-
cise for discussion at 
the next Steering 
Group meeting.  

 

Other workstreams 
 
7. The other workstreams were not discussed in detail, as the Group felt that there was 

already plenty to do.  However, the Group noted that it should be possible to make 
some early progress on the Evidence workstream, in terms of providing some factual 
information, as this was not subject to change in the light of community views.  David 
Searle had already started work on this, and Claire agreed to produce a draft for the end 
of August.  Action – Claire 

 
8. Frances reminded the Group that the £7,000 would need to be spent by the end of the 

14/15 financial year.   Further funding application would then need to be made.   
 
Next Meeting Dates and AOB 
 
9. The Group agreed it would be useful to meet towards the end of August/early 

September.  Action – Claire to survey members for potential dates.  
 
10. The Group thanked Graham for the excellent cake.  

 
----------------------------------- 
Attendees: Frances Haigh (Chair), Andrew Cooke, Richard Plant, Claire Millar, Graham 

Sitton, Mike Dancy, David Moore (Chair, Horsham Society).  


